[Recent topics on hepatitis E virus: emerging, zoonotic, and animal-to-human transmission in Japan].
Hepatitis E is undoubtedly a zoonosis. Recent observations suggest that the zoonotic food-borne mode of transmission has played an important role in the spread of hepatitis E virus (HEV) among Japanese people (who in general likes eating everything uncooked or undercooked: Sushi, Sashimi, Tataki, Namagimo, Shabu-shabu, etc). Moreover, the situation seems to be worsening. Wild boar (and deer also) has recently been increasing in its number, becoming a more potent HEV reservoir to humans than before. Pork, replacing beef in people's recent fear of BSE, is being consumed increasingly, particularly in Hokkaido. It may be Japanese people that an effective HEV vaccine is most longed for by.